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A photo opens doors to the past. It tells a tale of

what has once been and transcends the rules 

of time. The focus of the camera rests on a set

point, "a tiny and constantly shifting moment in

the never-ending expanse of time; a moment,

which passes no sooner than it arrives".1 The

medium of photography is therefore the art of

capturing a moment, holding onto the past and

appearing to produce an exact reproduction of

reality as it was in that spilt second. A photo 

is regarded as an incorruptible witness to the 

past, as it represents an outline of reality and

provides viewers, both past, present and future,

with "an aura of the authentic".2

This book is not a comprehensive album of the

photographs taken in the Volkswagen plant in

Wolfsburg between 1948 and 1974. It provides 

a kaleidoscope, a visual collection, ordered 

according to the four traditional categories of

the photographic trade: architecture, object,

reporting and portrait. The pictures are a rep-

resentative selection from the rich collection 

of around 160,000 negatives registered by 

1970 and included in the extensive collection 

bequeathed by the photographic centre at the

Volkswagen plant. The collection amounts to

"works photography" in the truest sense of the

word. The anthology consists of photographic

assignments, carried out either by photogra-

phers employed at the factory or external free-

lancers acting on behalf of the company. They

depict images from both inside and outside 

the factory, as well as the city of Wolfsburg.

This kind of applied photography was an impor-

tant part of communication work in the Volks-

wagen plant. The pictures were used for public

relations, with the intention of creating a posi-

tive company image, credibility and trust both

outside the company and among employees and

their families. This formed the foundation for

the rapport that developed between Volkswagen

and its workers.3 To this end, photography 

was used to create illustrative inserts for press

releases, articles in the customer magazine "VW

Information" and the company's own brochures.

Photography was also a visual means of product

communication, securing commercial success

on national and international markets and

helping to raise sales even further.4 Finally,

photography also played a part in documentary

work, serving as visual evidence. The photo-

graphic image enabled the firm to create a
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record of a current situation, document changes

in the factory buildings and capture technical

matters in pictorial form, which were then used

mainly for internal documentation.

Photography in the Volkswagen plant in Wolfs-

burg dates back to the company's reconstruction

period under British management.5 At first,

professional photographers based in the region

were employed by the factory to capture the

rapid take-off phase of the company, which

began with the series production of the Volks-

wagen saloon in December 1945. However, the

company continued to view the employment 

of external photographers as a mere interim so-

lution. With the foundation of a "Photo Centre"

in September 1949 under the "general adminis-

tration" division, which also encompassed post

and printing, an organisational unit was created

with its own personnel and budget to produce,

reproduce and distribute photographs.6 In doing

so, the Volkswagen plant combined its photo-

graphic activities under the institutional um-

brella of a "Photo Centre", complete with labo-

ratory and studio – unlike, for example, the

Hoesch Hüttenwerke post-1945.7 (k 001 )

This sense of organisational independence

within the company was a privilege which was

a direct result of the job in hand: Unlike visitors

and external press or advertising photographers,

photographers employed by the Photo Centre

were not confront with an "air-tight system"

designed to prevent breaches of security and

industrial espionage8, and did not need a special

permit from the factory management to take

their photographs. The photographers even had

almost unlimited access to the hall where the

automobile prototypes were kept, a kind of high

security zone on the Volkswagen premises. The

commission to photograph for the firm gave

them special permission to practice their trade.

The licence, which bypassed all of the firm's

internal security regulations, also reflected the

enormous amount of trust placed in the photog-

raphers, which presupposed a high level of

confidentiality and responsibility from them in

dealing with their pictures. It also sheds light 

on the internal procedure, in which the photo-

graphs produced by the Photo Centre were

subjected to special controls before they left the

Wolfsburg factory and could be made public.9

PHOTOGRAPHY WAS ALSO A VISUAL
MEANS OF PRODUCT COMMUNICATION

THE LICENCE ALSO REFLECTED 
THE ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF TRUST 
PLACED IN THE PHOTOGRAPHERS



k 0 0 1 Beetle carbody in the studio, 1963
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The first manager of the Photo Centre was Willi

Luther (1909 – 1996) who took up the position 

in January 1953. He put his stamp on the depart-

ment and headed the internal photography

team for more than 20 years, until his retire-

ment at the end of July 1974. Luther was origi-

nally a ship construction engineer, not a quali-

fied photographer. As far as photography was

concerned, he was a "self made man" who had

turned his hobby into a profession. He learnt

how to use the tools of the trade in Hamburg in

the late 1930s on training courses run by Willi

Beutler (1903 – 1968), the head of the photogra-

phy department at the regional photographic

service.10 Luther replied to a job advertisement,

which clearly outlined the future profile of the

Photo Centre in the Wolfsburg factory. The

company was looking for a multi-talented

individual with specialist training, technical

understanding and a broad photographic back-

ground: The advertisement in the Hamburger

Abendblatt in November 1952 called for a "works

photographer with a solid grounding in all

relevant aspects of architecture, technology,

genre pictures, image reporting, photo

journalism and colour photography".11

The Photo Centre was involved mainly in public

relations work for the management, works

council, the construction department, technical

development, client services12 and the "adver-

tising department", which had been part of the

"sales and clients services" field since 1948.13

Although some work was generated by individ-

ual initiative, most of the photographs were

produced in response to orders. In most cases,

therefore, commissioned photographers were

told the desired result of their work by a third

party. The way in which this was to be achieved

was usually left up to the photographer, al-

though they usually approached the client 

for approval beforehand. The photographer was

free to choose his own subject and realise it with

the camera and in the laboratory.14 Individual

creativity and originality had their place within

this structured context, although these were

sometimes reduced to a minimum where the

photographer allowed or even asked a client 

to look over his shoulder as he pressed the

shutter.15

MOST OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
WERE PRODUCED IN 
RESPONSE TO ORDERS



The range of orders dealt with by the Photo

Centre16 was extremely diverse; day-to-day

business activity was often hectic. Photog-

raphers were required to do a lot of travelling.17

As well as developing photos in the laboratory,

other typical duties included taking passport

photographs for workers' identity cards and

reporting on important events such as the

annual press conference, AGMs, international

car exhibitions, works meetings and company 

celebrations such as production launches. This

varied mix of routine activity included photo-

graphic work for communication and product

advertising as well as documentation work for

technological developments and the construc-

tion department, which resulted from the ex-

pansion and restructuring of the factory halls

and premises in Wolfsburg and other locations.

The photographers' schedules reflected the

speed of growth at the Volkswagen plant.

The demands placed on the photographers as

chroniclers of current events and activities in 

the company increased. The company reacted 

to this increase in demand with an expansion 

of personnel in the Photo Centre to more than 

20 in total, 10 of whom were employed as

laboratory workers. Five studio photographers

worked exclusively in the studio on product

photos, while the remaining photographers 

took care of other orders.18 (k 002 )

The source, location and date of photographs is

usually clear. However, the place of publication

for individual subjects or whole picture series

sent out to the press or used as illustrations in

publications or sales brochures is often disputed

or unclear. It was also virtually impossible to

ascertain copyright. Photographers delivered

pictures according to order, fulfilling their

professional duty. The photographer's name

never appears again, so we can no longer be

certain in each case who operated the Rolleiflex

medium format or the Linhof, not to mention

who developed the negatives in the laboratory.19

The decision of the management at the Photo

Centre was final. Together with the head of the

laboratory Willi Luther, with the trained eye of

the technically proficient photographer, checked

that photographs meant for publication were 

in line with the high quality stipulated by the

publications and the image of the company 

and its products. As a manager with budgetary

responsibility, Luther also played a key role in

carrying out orders, directing the process from

order receipt to the shooting and final delivery

of the photo.20 In short, the picture business at

THE DECISION OF THE 
MANAGEMENT AT THE 
PHOTO CENTRE WAS FINAL 
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the Photo Centre revolved around Luther. He

therefore maintains a silent but constant

presence throughout this collection, if not as an

active photographer, then as the expert at the

head of the Photo Centre taking decisions on the

use of photographs and advising organisational

units within the company on the use of images

both internally and for public relations pur-

poses.

The product photographs produced in the facto-

ry intersect with the pictures taken by external

freelance photographers, who were charged

with the same communicative and commercial

tasks21 and whose products were used by

relevant target groups. Some photographs by

Johann Albrecht Cropp, for example, broadened

the spectrum of the factory photos consider-

ably.22 Cropp had been working freelance for

the Volkswagen advertising department since

1958. For over 40 years, this photo journalist 

and globetrotter continuously produced photo-

graphs for the annual Volkswagen wall calendar.

In content terms, these photos reflect the export

slogan "Volkswagen around the world". Cropp

therefore continues a tradition employed in

early Volkswagen advertisements as the subject

of advertisements in German newspapers and

magazines and 'Deutsche Wochenschau' film

reportage.23

What characterised the style and quality of the

pictures produced by the Photo Centre? The

Volkswagen plant demanded high quality 

from its photographers and their products – 

just as it did from technicians, sales people and

engineers – in order to develop, make and sell a

high quality automobile capable of holding its

own in a competitive market. This was also

reflected in the broad set of qualifications

stipulated in the job profile for the first manager

of the Photo Centre. When Willi Luther won the

race for the position of head photographer at the

Volkswagen plant in winter 1952, he was a man 

seeking a change of career whose roughly 1950

photographs had already received many awards

from the professional association and more 

than fulfilled the artistic demands of the trade

in the eyes of the specialists.24 For the manager

and photographers at the Photo Centre, quality

meant more than simply complying with the

product-related standards imposed by the

company on its organisational units: quality

meant that photographers created contempo-

rary images on a daily basis that could stand

alongside the professional photography of free-

lancers or the artistic photography of the time25,

and feeding these into the communication

channels of the firm.26
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The photographers at the Volkswagen plant

displayed an astounding affinity for "subjective

photography" in the fields of architecture and

object photography, reporting and portraits.

They were the artistic trendsetters of photog-

raphy in the 1950s and early 1960s in West

Germany. Taking its cue from the avant-garde

leanings of the "Neues Sehen" movement and

the Bauhaus tradition of the 1920s, the "foto-

form" group formed by Siegfried Lauterwasser,

Wolfgang Reisewitz, Otto Steinert, Ludwig Wind-

stosser, Peter Keetman and Toni Schneiders had

an enormous impact on the photographic scene,

both in Germany and internationally.27 Traces

of "subjective photography" are frequently

evident in this selection of applied photography,

which was produced in the Photo Centre of the

Volkswagen plant over 26 years of operation.

"Work exhibition 1" supplements the stock of

images from the Volkswagen plant built up over

decades portraying unknown subjects and

views of the factory, the VW Beetle, the Volks-

wagen Transporter, employees at the factory

and the city of Wolfsburg.28

The pictures of "Work exhibition 1" enhance and

expand associations of the present time, with

the Volkswagen plant synonymous with the

West German economic miracle and the VW

Beetle firmly established as something of an 

era-defining symbol for the young Federal 

Republic.29

The collective memory of the present is fed

mainly by visual sources, including the photo-

graphs produced and distributed in the period

between 1948 and 1974 in the Volkswagen plant

and published both internally and among the

general public. They awake in the observer the

illusion of a realistic portrayal of a past reality

and play a part in maintaining the status of

photography as a highly authentic source of

information into the future. This remains the

essence of the fascination and seductive appeal

of photography. But is the "authentic version

and interpretation" of photography itself not

something of a yesterday's child? Today, we view

photographs from a perspective different to that

of earlier producers, users and viewers.30 This

photographic "work exhibition" aims to pinpoint

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS AT THE
VOLKSWAGEN PLANT DISPLAYED 
AN ASTOUNDING AFFINITY FOR 
"SUBJECTIVE PHOTOGRAPHY" 

THE ILLUSION OF A REALISTIC
PORTRAYAL OF A PAST REALITY



k 0 0 5 Rolleiflex

k 0 0 4 Repair equipment in the photo studio

k 0 0 3 Linhof
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the "reality effect" provided by the factory

photography at Volkswagen GmbH.31 An ex-

amination of example photographs shows how

different intentions (documentary, communica-

tive and representative) lay behind the pictures

created by the Photo Centre and thus informed

the reality or realities at the Volkswagen plant

that they portrayed.



k 0 0 7 Rear section of the VW Variant LE

k 0 0 6 Boot in the VW Variant

k 0 0 8 Export limousine, 1959
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The growth cycle that characterized the global

economy, as well as that of the Federal Republic

of Germany, lasted for almost three decades

after the Second World War.32 The Volkswagen

plant, situated in the Land of Lower Saxony, can

be seen as both the driving force and the focal

point behind this unparalleled economic take-

off. The starting point for this development was

the German currency reform in June 1948, as a

result of which the automobile factory on the

Mittelland Canal crossed the high threshold and

found its way into world markets. In 1947, the

Volkswagen factory, under the control of the

British Military Government, manufactured a

total of 8,987 Volkswagen saloons, of which 

56 vehicles were exported; within one year,

production climbed to 19,244 saloons, of which

more than 22 percent were sold abroad.33

This growth dealt Heinrich Nordhoff, acting

General Manager since January 1948, a trump

card, which he was able to play for more than

two decades. The unstoppable economic success

gave Nordhoff, as well as the path of develop-

ment he chose, indubitable status as a social

reality.34 Upon assuming his post, the former

Opel manager identified the fundamental keys

to success. As early as the summer of 1945, the

British Military Government had paved the way

for the changeover to the civil economy. The

British representative at the factory, Major Ivan

Hirst, implemented a quality policy, that made

the Volkswagen saloon marketable throughout 

the world, and the customer service network,

despite all difficulties encountered, was on

tenterhooks when export commenced. With the

election of a Works Council and a participative

shop floor agreement, even internal labour

relations assumed a modern face, an image 

that the company’s first General Manager and

principal trustee during the period of British

control, Dr. Hermann Münch had also helped 

to develop.35

Wolfsburg’s automobile manufacturer had

everything it needed become an economic

locomotive for West Germany. In his first speech

to the workforce over the factory radio system

on 5 January 1948, Heinrich Nordhoff called the

Volkswagen factory "a pacesetter for peace and

reconstruction".36 Ten days later, as the twenty-

thousandth Volkswagen rolled off the assembly

line, he took the opportunity, in front of media

representatives, to promote the car factory – the

largest in Germany in terms of production – as a
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"key ingredient in Germany’s peacetime econo-

my".37 Nordhoff knew that with the Volkswagen

he had the world’s "hottest small car" on his side.

Given the prevailing material shortages every-

where and the bureaucratic obstacles, his vision

of the Volkswagen factory’s ability to become

the "most effective foreign currency earner for

the German economy" appeared presumptuous,

but that was precisely where the future lay. As

part of the move to initiate market relations, a

separate "Advertising Department" was created

in the "Sales and Customer Service" division in

July 1948.38 The transfer of the company’s head-

quarters from Berlin, where the Volkswagen

company had been founded on 28 May 1937 

by two commercial enterprises of the National

Socialist "Deutsche Arbeitsfront" [German

Labour Front] to Wolfsburg in the summer of

1948 was also central to this reorientation of 

the company to its East Lower Saxony location.

The eastern part of West Germany saw the suc-

cessful establishment of a focal point for eco-

nomic development and sustained growth. Here,

the economic potential could be exploited in

order to attract a permanent employee base for

the up-and-coming company, and a larger work-

force was, in turn, a prerequisite for an increase

in production. Production grew, winning over

customers from all over the world as interna-

tional car markets craved the robust Volkswagen

saloons. The greater the economic strength of

West Germany’s showcase company became, the

more the British Military Government withdrew

from the company, which had been seized after

the end of the war. On 8 October 1949, it placed

the ownerless Volkswagen factory under the

trusteeship of the Federal Government and

transferred administration to the government 

of Lower Saxony.39 The Volkswagen factory thus

became a quasi public enterprise, and its Gen-

eral Manager a powerful person. Alongside the

economic success, Nordhoff knew he also had

public opinion on his side; his head of public re-

lations, Frank Novotny, had directed everything

from behind the scenes. From today's perspec-

tive, it is therefore almost impossible to distin-

guish between what might have been publicity

engineering and what was operational reality.

In front of everyone’s eyes, the public image 

of Nordhoff became an amalgamation of a

larger-than-life personality together with the

economic importance of an American-trained

manager.

KEY INGREDIENT IN GERMANY’S 
PEACETIME ECONOMY

PRODUCTION GREW, WINNING 
OVER  CUSTOMERS FROM 
ALL OVER THE WORLD 



Since neither the German Federal Government

nor the Land of Lower Saxony could exercise

property rights, the management structure at

Volkswagen developed into an ideal model of

managerial capitalism, in which specialised top

level employees determined and took responsi-

bility the company’s development.40 Interrupted

only by the Korean conflict, which caused a tem-

porary shortage of raw materials and increased

supplier prices, the dynamism of the world eco-

nomy gave Heinrich Nordhoff freedom to move,

that he exploited for his clients in Bonn and

Hanover in his customary self-assured manner,

based on customer preferences which he him-

self had propagated. His success was vindication

for the bearer of the glad tidings and greatly

enhanced his reputation. The message was clear:

production increased significantly to a total of

179,740 vehicles in 1953, more than a third of

which were exported. The growth of the work-

force to 20,569 employees also made a clear case

for Volkswagen, which was recognized within

both the German Federal Government and the

goverment of the Land of Lower Saxony. For the

young German Republic, the growing town 

beside the Mittelland Canal, characterised by 

the car, was in many respects its blueprint for

success, and Heinrich Nordhoff knew how

significant Volkswagen was in the eyes of the

public; people were captivated by its export

successes and stunning economic growth.41

1953 marked an important turning point for

Volkswagen.42 With two vehicles – the saloon

and the Transporter (that went into production

in 1950) – the company rose to national promi-

nence. At the same time, the Wolfsburg-based

company reached the limits of its capacity,

creating a need for new buildings and mod-

ernization of its production facilities. The new

factory buildings leapfrogged today’s "Mittel-

straße" in a northerly direction, thus expanding

production capacities.43 The creation of a sepa-

rate Transporter factory outside Wolfsburg was

on the agenda. The building of company-owned

accommodations to house the growing work-

force in Wolfsburg was, at times, given just as

much importance as establishing production

subsidiaries abroad. In 1953, both the "VW-

Wohnungsbau-Gemeinnützige Gesellschaft

mbH" and "Volkswagen do Brasil Ltda." were

established to help expansion to continue.
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The fact that Volkswagen was given an almost

overstated significance as the German economic

miracle was apparent in the staging of the fes-

tivities to mark the production of the one mil-

lionth Volkswagen in August 1955. The work-

force had time off to meet and greet those

visiting Wolfsburg from around the world and 

to celebrate their own success – spurred on by

samba clubs from Brazil and military bands.

Germany’s economic resurrection, the heralding

of collective prosperity and the combination of 

a benevolent  policy with the personality of a

kind-hearted, but demanding boss – all the

factors in German success could be exemplified

against the background of the Volkswagen com-

pany. The quasi public enterprise embraced the

diligence of its hard-working employees and its

early Americanization like amber surrounding a

fossil. When the supplier market was extended,

and later also replaced, by market demand, the

importance of advertising and marketing grew.

Indirectly through its involvement in North

America, Volkswagen learnt to exploit the power

of visual messages, and the company began 

to support its activities with a real flood of

images. DDB, which beginning in 1962 also

reated advertising for Volkswagen in Germany,

significantly changed the concept of advertising

and also turned the manufacturer of automo-

biles into a mass producer of images.

The company on the Mittelland Canal had by

then long been a successful proponent  of

Fordism, combining Taylorist mass production

with a specific labour relations model. It became

a prime example of Catholic Social Doctrine that

was fundamentally reestablished in the early

years of the Federal Republic of Germany, the

company – under the influence of its General

Manager, Heinrich Nordhoff – developed nu-

merous programs to improve the social position

of the workforce. Above and beyond the rela-

tively high wages, offered to entice a sufficient

number of employees to the economically de-

pressed eastern part of the country, Volkswagen

introduced a wide range of employee benefits

after 1949, including pension programs, pay-

ment wages in case of illness, for example,

which grew into a system of entrepreneurial

subsistence welfare within a decade.44 The 

profit-related bonus, awarded for the first time

in 1950, which just a few years later became a 

fixed component of the collective bargaining

agreement, also offered a participation benefit

NUMEROUS PROGRAMS 
TO IMPROVE THE SOCIAL POSITION 
OF THE WORKFORCE

SYSTEM OF ENTREPRENEURIAL
SUBSISTENCE WELFARE WITHIN 
A DECADE



to the workforce, unusual for that time. Against

this background, the participation of the em-

ployees, both in the advisory council established

in 1951 and through the supervisory board set 

up in 1953, developed both cooperatively and

successfully. The counterpart of the outwardly

kind General Manager on the employee side was

Works Council chairman, Hugo Bork, who calmly

sought a fair share for the employees, while

others in the metal industry clashed with one

another more sharply.45

Given the social significance of the company

and its vehicles, it was obvious that Volkswagen

was also subject of federal and provincial poli-

tics. Every VW New Year’s Eve statement, which

provided a summary of the company’s success to

German newspapers every year, also illustrated

the success of the social market economy, which

the Federal Minister of Trade and Commerce,

Ludwig Erhard, himself a trademark, did not 

tire of propagating. Therefore, intentions of pri-

vatising the car trust were already entwined in

the Adenauer government at an early stage. The

decision-making process picked up additional

speed after Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer,

in his inaugural speech of 29 October 1957,

described the objective of a wide distribution of

so-called "Volksaktien" [public shares] as "the

most important objective" of the parliamentary

term.46 In order to create "property for all"

through the issue of shares, the negotiation of

an agreement between the Federal Government

and the Land of Lower Saxony was required,

which was signed on 11/12 November 1959.

On the basis of this compromise, the Bundestag

passed the "Law on the Regulation of the Legal

Position with regard to Volkswagenwerk GmbH"

on 9 May 1960 with the votes of the government

coalition and the FDP. On 21 July 1960, the "Law

on the Transfer into Private Ownership of the

Shares in Volkswagenwerk Gesellschaft mit

beschränkter Haftung" came into force, which

regulated the privatization of the company and

its transformation into a joint-stock company.47

An exceptional German company, at least in

economic terms, had thus become a simple

joint-stock company, in which profit and divi-

dend payments were given increasing impor-

tance. However, the Federal Government and 

the Land of Lower Saxony each kept 20% of the

share capital in their showcase factory, through

which the influence of the largest individual

shareholders could continue to be exercised.
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As a joint-stock company, Volkswagen continued

its previous expansion course. After moving into

the new thirteen-storey administration building

in the summer of 1959 – as a foretaste of the

new AG age, so to speak – the company further

consolidated its positions on international

markets. The inauguration of the Emden plant

on 8 December 1964, built especially for exports

to North America, served this purpose well. In

1965, the acquisition of the Ingolstadt-based

"Auto Union GmbH" made a multi-brand group

out of the already heavily internationalised

company.

With the advent of the "Beetle", Germany and

the Volkswagen entered the age of consumer

democracy, that was characterised by prosperity,

abundance and increasing leisure time.48 The

Volkswagen saloon and the Transporter from

the era of the German "Wirtschaftswunder"

knew how to negotiate the long path onto world

markets with ease, and this contributed a fair

amount to the modernisation of West German

society. The traffic infrastructure, that was

gearing up for personal mobility was a product

of the "Volkswagenising" of West Germany, just

as the Americanizing of the factory in the 1950s

had been an overwhelming success.49

Even though the Type 1, as the "Beetle" was for-

mally known, became the best earner of foreign

currency in the U.S. and a emotional part of the

American culture, still formed the economic

backbone of the group in 1966 (with almost 1.1

million vehicles), the company had in fact al-

ready begun to diversify its range of vehicles in

1961 with the manufacture of the lower middle-

class saloon, the Volkswagen 1500, referred to

internally as Type 3. For many in Germany, as

well in other countries such as Brazil or later also

in Mexico, their first experience with personal

mobility was with the Volkswagen saloon, thus

societies and individuals were, however, still

under the spell of the very unique and unusual

car. At the same time, the absence of product

innovation indicates that Volkswagen, in many

respects, can also be regarded as a successful

representative of the social and economic

expansion of the established Federal Republic.

On 11 March 1968, in response to the question

raised by the Supervisory Board about how

things were to go on in the year 1968, Heinrich

Nordhoff gave the clear reply – "nobody

knows".50

VOLKSWAGEN ENTERED THE AGE 
OF CONSUMER DEMOCRACY

BRINGING OUT NEW MODELS,  
BECOMING MORE EFFICIENT 
AND REDUCING COSTS



Just as 1968 brought radical changes in the

Federal Republic of Germany in the socio-politi-

cal and cultural spheres, on 1 May 1968 Kurt Lotz,

succeeded Heinrich Nordhoff, who died on Good

Friday, sought to push the reorganisation of the

company to the best of his ability, especially as

the end of the Beetle boom had become appar-

ent.51 Under his aegis, the company focused on

the task of "bringing out new models, becoming

more efficient and reducing costs".52 Under

these circumstances, Volkswagen made a com-

paratively late transition from air-cooled en-

gines to water-cooled engines and from rear-

wheel drive to front-wheel drive. The first

vehicle to come on to the market as part of the

new product offensive was the K 70, which

between 1970 and 1975 was manufactured in the

new plant in Salzgitter.53 The Passat, Golf and

Polo reorganised the product range entirely and

secured the company’s future. To a certain ex-

tent, the new vehicles embodied appropriate

contemporary and market-oriented responses 

to the changed social, economic and cultural

conditions after the far-reaching world econo-

mic crises during the early to mid 1970s, which

found expression in the oil price shock and in

the waning growth, amongst other things.54

Today the world knows Volkswagen and its 

first success, the saloon has many pet names.

Famous for its silhouette, praised for its

reliability and the high service value and loved

as a cultural icon, the Beetle, of which more than

21.5 million came off the assembly line, became

indelibly imprinted in everyone’s memory.55

Together with the Transporter, the emotion

formed in sheet metal created the impetus for

world economic alignment of an automotive

group, whose annual production between 1948

and 1973 exploded from just under 20,000 to

more than 2.3 million units, whose turnover 

rose from DM 89.2 million to just under DM 

17 billion, and which as a result employed

215,000 people both in and outside Wolfsburg,

as compared to 8,700 people in 1948. In the

meantime, the Golf introduced in 1974 has

become the Beetle’s legitimate successor as a

classless car; in the production figures, it has

significantly overtaken its predecessor.56

As with the Beetle, the Golf has become a part 

of our collective consciousness and has made its

own way onto film sets and into images of all

kinds.
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Modernity and Monumentality

Every photograph has its own documentary character. The authority

of photographs as irrefutable records of certain moments dominates the

commissioned images, portraying the physical state of factory buildings and

the expansion to the factory and the city resulting from the boom in business

during the economic miracle. The pictures work as  narratives, documen-

ting permanent transformations and growth periods as well as the size and

uniform appearance of the factory plants. Alongside the pure reference value,

reflected particularly clearly in the documentary photos of hall 12  (k 011, 012 ),

the  representative dimension is also of crucial importance.

Using plate cameras, wide angle lenses and unusual tripod angles, the

photographers portrayed the Volkswagen plant as a  symbol of

modern industrial architecture growing organically into its

natural surroundings (k 011 ). Against the setting of the South Extension with

the high-rise administrative building on the horizon, the viewer can regard the
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k 0 0 9 Volkswagen Beetle at the Sandkamp gate, February 1960





whole scene from a higher level that offers a view of the point at which town

and factory meet on Heinrich-Nordhoff-Straße. In the midsummer atmosphere,

the people and cars on the street and in the car park appear to be extras,

conveying an impression of the hustle and bustle of business and the easy 

pace of everyday events unfolding before a backdrop of charming countryside.

This  picture conveys a sense of ordered unity and speaks volumes

about the harmonious coexistence of the factory and the city.

A panoramic shot of the factory from the west (k 015 ) and the east (k 012 ).

The South Extension, demarcated by prominent staircases and narrow raised

windows, runs parallel to the Mittelland Canal and shows the factory building

as an enclosed edifice. The pictures emphasise the "outstandingly monumental

character" of the plant, which was unusual during the period of reconstruc-

tion.57 The element of monumentality is captured again in a carefully prepared

night shot  (k 014 ).58 The key architectural elements of the dark surface of the

clinker are dramatically extenuated by the artistic lighting from the worm's-eye

view. The illumination from the streetlamps, the beams from car lights aimed

exactly at the first lines of the staircase towers and their  light reflec-

tions all converge at a vanishing point, giving depth to 

the picture. The various light sources lift the South Extension out of the 

darkness of night and the immediate environment. Alongside the monumen-

tality of the compact unit of the factory, this effective night shot also highlights

the symmetry in the architecture of the building, which chimes with the serial

nature of the production process within the factory halls.59
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The structure of the panoramic shots does not follow the structure of the facades

and building constructions in the same way as the modern industrial photogra-

phy of Bernd and Hilla Becher, which are based mainly on frontal perspectives60;

instead, it follows diagonal perspectives. Despite this, the horizontal and vertical

architectural lines remain the dominant features. This creates panoramic shots 

of the factory in the style of the  "Neuen Sachlichkeit" of Albert Renger-

Patzsch and Werner Mantz61; shots with an intense depth of field, encompassing

the typical physiognomy of core architectural elements such as the high rise

building, power plant, the South Extension with clinker brick facade, staircase

towers and high windows. These photographs tell a story of the monumentality

and modernity of the rapidly expanding Volkswagen plant. By focusing on the

main architectural characteristics, these panoramas portray the factory as an

icon.62 In doing so, the language of the picture ties in with a semantic strategy

communicated in early Volkswagen graphic advertisements under the title 

"The Factory and the Car".63

In a variation on this theme, the Samba Bus is anything but window-dressing  

(k 015 ). The camera is focussed on the Volkswagen as the final product of the serial

production, positioned before the springlike backdrop in the centre of the picture.

The series depicting the staircase towers protruding from the South Extension

tapers to a vanishing point in the east through the power plant.64 The architec-

ture provides a visual link, creating a connection between the Samba Bus and 

the eastern border of the factory and confirming  "the factory and the

car" as a semantic unit.



The aspects of modernity and repetitive order repeatedly occur in the photo-

graphs, in the interior shots of the factory and shots of the daily working

process. The pictures depict both productive and non-productive fields.

Together, they accentuate the complex, well ordered and efficient large-scale

business taking place in both areas. The large offices in the high-rise adminis-

trative building, filled with functional furniture and flooded with light, promise

ideal working conditions for the employees. The precise ordering of the desks,

filing cabinets and telephones in this photograph (k 017; cf. k 058 ) is reminiscent

of the conveyor belt production of vehicles in the factory halls. The large office

with its accessories is waiting to commence operation; steel rolls and piles of

sheet steel delivered on the tracks are also ready for use (k 018 ).

The photographs return to the relationship between  factory and city,

depicting the construction activity of the Volkswagen plant both within the

works premises and beyond the factory gates. The contrast between old and

new is clear in this night photograph of the buildings at the west end of the

South Extension, taken from the east (k 016 ). The ruins of the former adminis-

tration wing, now under demolition, provides a kind of dark template in front 

of the recently completed, brightly lit administration building, with the VW

symbol on the end wall. This picture also takes wreckage as its theme.65

Through its use of  contrasting light and dark, it conveys an

uplifting mood of industrial progression and testifies to the development of 

the plant as new buildings come into operation.
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The initiatives of the Volkswagen plant of creating living space and free time

activities outside the factory gates are reflected in numerous photographs

documenting the construction progress made in Wolfsburg. The key message

for the viewer is that the living standards in the relatively young town have

been improved significantly by the investments made by the Volkswagen plant

in the city centre. The shell construction of a block of residential flats (k 019 ) and

a residential settlement close to the factory (k 021 ) mark the start and end points

of the construction activities of the Volkswagen subsidiary firm, which made

every effort to fulfil the wishes of employees and their families.66 The impres-

sion of an attractive and modern residential settlement is enhanced by this

interior view of the "VW baths" (k 020 ) , built by the Volkswagen plant and

opened at the end of July 1951.67 The oval arch of the water slide leads the gaze

to the left side of the picture and defines a detail. This created a "picture within

a picture", which takes on its own meaning. The two children sitting on the

edge of the pool in the morning sun and the calm surface of the water create an

atmosphere of rest and relaxation, an enticing free-time activity open to the

employees of the factory and their families. The Volkswagen plant is portrayed

as a partner dedicated to the social, residential and leisure needs of its employ-

ees in Wolfsburg. The photo testifies to the close, harmonious relationship

between  Volkswagen and the town.
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k 0 1 0 City and plant on the Heinrich-Nordhoff street, 1972





k 0 1 1 Construction work on the foundation for hall 12, 1954
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k 0 1 2 Building on the southern perimeter and power plant with the port by the Midland canal, September 1966
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h 0 1 3 The plant by night, 1953

k 0 1 4 Northern part of hall 12 with supply depot, February 1955





k 0 1 5 Samba bus in front of building on southern perimeter, 1954
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k 0 1 6 Administrative building, old and new, November 1959
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k 0 1 7 Open-plan office in the high-rise administrative building, May 1959
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k 0 1 8 Sheet-metal warehouse in the press shop, 1970
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k 0 1 9 Shell construction on Braunschweiger street, 1954
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k 0 2 0 Water slide by the VW swimming pool, Summer 1953
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k 0 2 1 Area with new buildings in the Detmerode district, Ernst-Reuter-Weg, August 1966
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Form and Functionality

"Factual evidence" is irrefutable.68 The photographs used for internal documen-

tation or communicative purposes in the Photo Centre make use of this effect.

At the forefront is a  true-to-life depiction of a Volkswagen and its

components in high technical quality and precision, its material composition 

and above all its  form. These quality standards place high time and material

demands on photographers as they seek to arrange products in an acceptable

picture composition which corresponds to the wishes of the contract provider or

customer, taking account of lighting using direct or indirect light sources. These

photographs were put on view in the Photo Centre studio, which was equipped

with the necessary equipment for the lighting of the objects. Large numbers 

of object photographs were produced in the photo studio. They were used in 

catalogues and instruction manuals for the Volkswagen models. Just five photog-

raphers were involved in this large-scale client services work.69
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k 0 2 2 Beetle on sliding carriage in the photo studio, 1965





In the studio environment, working with the high potential offered by artificial

lighting, a thorough and critical look is needed to prepare the fine grooving 

and precisely cut edges of a cogwheel (k 029 ). Detailed shots of this kind rely 

on the effect created in the viewer by the apparently direct, cool and precise

presence of the objects in the picture, acting as irrefutable proof of 

the technical standard and  quality of production.

This point is underlined by these shots of the rear wing (k 024 ) or the Beetle

chassis with engine turned on its side (k 025 ). The pressed part and the finished

assembly kit were place on a white cloth in the production hall and lit using

artificial light. This technique isolates the wings and the chassis from their

production context. Filigree structures of the metal sheeting which had been

through the large press, and the vertical and horizontal ribs of the floor section,

are revealed by the reflection of the artificial light. Wings and chassis are 

pin sharp in this photo that appears to hide nothing. The direct and intense

technique of object photography achieves high authenticity through

the vividness of the objects.

A high degree of staging is also characterises these advertising photos for the

Volkswagen saloon, which were taken on the grounds of the factory (k 031 )

and in the studio (k 027 ). The VW Beetle was positioned at an acute angle to 

the facade of the production hall and a special tool was used to manually align

the VW logos on the hub caps so that they were upright and clearly legible.

In order to avoid unintentional light reflections on the highly polished surfaces,

an anti-lustre agent was applied to both chrome hub caps. The photographer
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decided in favour of a perspective which would show the viewer the entire side

view of the saloon with its large windows. In order to emphasise the size of the

side windows, he chose a camera position in direct line to both B-pillars of the

Beetle.70

In the studio photos (k 027 ), the VW Beetle is highlighted with both direct and

indirect light reflections in an attempt to underline the special features and 

the quality of the export model: a spotlight shines on chrome-plated bumpers

and hub caps; the light shining on the polished boot accentuates the design of

the VW Beetle. These additional, visual product marketing devices inspire the

customer to buy.

A characteristic trait of these early product photographs created for adver-

tisement purposes is the static presentation of the Volkswagen.

The Beetle, with its unmistakable design is the undisputed star of this form of

advertisement photography, which utilises the tradition of the "Neues Sehen"

movement by emphasising the abstract and formal qualities of the model.71

In the compositional technique used in this form of advertisement photography,

product design ranks above vehicle functionality and thus above any pictorial

portrayal of the specific utility value of the Volkswagen for work, free time or

personal lifestyle.

The materialistic and constructive form of components in the production

process or before delivery are captured in detailed images or medium shots with

selective extracts (k 033, 034, 037, 038 ). These photographs, taken at the Wolfsburg



factory in autumn 1953, create a connection with the  subjective

photography of the "fotoform" artists' collective, whose founding mem-

ber Peter Keetman produced a series of 71 images in April 1953 at the factory on

the Mittelland Canal.72 A comparison of these pictures, taken at intervals of 

only six months, shows that Willi Luther and the factory photographers had

adopted a very similar stance to the artistic avant-garde of the time.73  The focus

of the camera is on small details, such as stacks of steel or half-finished building

sections.74  These subjects are removed from the production environment

through considerable enlargement. This enables the camera to capture traces 

of light on metal; the viewer can almost feel the surface of a cut, canted and

stretched wing  (k 033 ). The light subtly emphasises the structure of the stacked

wings or the hub caps lined up on a pallet after being polished and electroplated

(k 034 ).75 Two pictures lead the viewer out onto the delivery yard in the north-

west section of the factory (k 037, 038 ) In a medium shot perspective, these show

the final stage of the production process: The ordered series and the large

number of Volkswagens are essential elements of the picture language, as in 

the work of Peter Keetman.76  This composition has clear similarities to images

portraying the working process within the factory in architectural photography

(k 017, 018 ), which focus on serial aspects in both the productive and adminis-

trative areas.

Atmosphere, emotion and lifestyle aspects certainly

feature in the product advertisement photography of the latter half of the 1950s.

The backdrops and attributes framing the Volkswagen models are focused 

less on communicating the perfect form than the functionality and additional
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features of the vehicles that correspond to the various lifestyles of potential

clients. A general trend becomes apparent  in German adverti-

sing, which introduced the shift "from standard of life to lifestyle" around

1960.77  For example, a fashionably dressed woman with a friendly 

smile leans on a saloon in a heathland setting (k 028 ).78 In line with the

established technique for object photography deployed at the Photo Centre,

the young woman stands behind the vehicle in order not to obscure the view 

of the Beetle's design. Although the product remains centre stage, other

symbolic and positive attributes have come into play, alluding

to a better lifestyle for customers, who purchase and use their own Volkswagen.

This pattern is followed in advertising photos that show a Transporter being

used for a camping holiday at the Badesee lake (k 026 ) or the harvest of grapes in

a vineyard (k 032 ). The functionality of the Transporter is emphasised in leisure

activity as well as everyday commercial situations.79  Just a few years later, this

theme was developed in the pictures taken by photo journalist Johann A. Cropp

for the Volkswagen wall calendar. By presenting the saloon during a family

holiday in the Swiss Alps (k 036 ) or in the North African desert (k 023 ), Volks-

wagen associated itself with  visions of individual mobility and

rode the rising waves of consumption and travel in economic miracle-era

Germany.80



k 0 2 3 Beetle in Cairouan (Tunisia), March 1957 (J.A. Cropp)
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h 0 2 4 Rear fender, 1957

k 0 2 5 Beetle chassis with engine, 1953





k 0 2 6 Camping by the sea, October 1956
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k 0 2 7 Export model in the photo studio, February 1956
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h 0 2 8 Beetle in a heathland setting, September 1957

k 0 2 9 Drops of oil on the gear, May 1960





h 0 3 0 Shipment of parts for CKD assembly, 1954

k 0 3 1 VW Standard in front of the clinkered assembly hall, September 1957





k 0 3 2 Gathering grapes by the Moselle, November 1954
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h 0 3 3 Rear fender with grinding marks, in the press shop, assembly hall 2, 1953

k 0 3 4 Hub caps after polishing and electroplating in the north of assembly hall 3, 1953





h 0 3 5 Karmann Ghia Coupé, July 1956

k 0 3 6 Family holiday in the Swiss Alps, 1959  (J. A.Cropp)





h 0 3 7 Export model on the awaiting shipment in the North-West of the plant, October 1953

k 0 3 8 Beetles awaiting shipment, 1953
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Series and Stations

Reporting provides visual reports on the operational processes at the

Volkswagen plant in journalistic style. Exposed as full or medium views of the

production halls, these pictures convey the serial nature of the manufacturing

process. The eye of the factory photographer appears to be dispassionate,

businesslike and focused on the fundamental elements. The approach is closely

related to object photography and "subjective photography". Photographs

conveying the day-to-day life of the factory, away from the production side,

include several genuine snapshots. These have a dramatic, emotional,

stimulating, sometimes surprising and at times disturbing effect on the viewer.
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k 0 3 9 Handing over pay packets, December 1955





The image of three car-body shells hanging closely together on a transport belt

before being lowered onto the cross belt portrays the efficiency and precision of

automated production at the factory (k 040 ). Although not a single worker can 

be seen, the dynamic is created by the car-body shells swaying on the transport

belt shortly before moving on to the next stage of production. This vividly

conveys to the viewer the importance of the time factor in the serial production

process at the Volkswagen plant.

The interior shots of the Transporter shell (k 041 ) and the medium shots of the

final assembly line in the engine construction area (k 042 ) present differing

visual images of  series production that revolve around rationalised

production at Volkswagen. The camera is focused on an  imaginary

vanishing point beyond the edge of the picture where the transport

belts converge. In this way, the photographer creates a depth that encompasses

not only the enormous size of the factory hall, but also the  virtually

endless transportation chains.81

A 1966 handbook for industrial photographers states that "the man at the

machine is an integral part of industrial reporting".82 When taking interior

shots, however, the factory photographers only followed this advice to a certain

extent. These pictures were taken during breaks in production. The workers 

in the factory are mere bit-part players; the focus of the picture lies in the

portrayal of spatial dimensions and the process of serial production at Volks-

wagen, which is centred on high unit numbers and productivity.
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In this picture, a foreman and a worker illustrate the operational process of 

line production by going through the usual motions of their work station,

fitting pipelines on the chassis of a VW Beetle (k 044 ). The perspective

switches to a specific scene in the production process, highlighting an

intersection point in the serial production process. In the picture, the viewer

sees finishing touches being made before the chassis and car body, created

earlier as two separate parts of the saloon, are finally joined together (or

"married" in the words of the production technician). The people in the picture

are framed by a transport belt and a painted car body, which is lowered by a

chain conveyor at precisely the right moment. This composition provides a

dynamic portrayal of the moments just before the "marriage" takes place.

The identical directions of the conveyor belts and the slightly tilted car body

reinforce the impression of a carefully coordinated work process. The pattern 

of serial production dictates the rhythm and tempo of the final work steps of

the fitter and the foreman. Despite the time pressure, they perform their tasks

conscientiously and unhurriedly. Their hand movements are precise; thanks 

to these practised gestures, both factory workers come across as credible

witnesses to a production process operating at the highest technical level,

where man and machine carry out their tasks in harmony.

The series of reporting images then moves on from the stations

in the Volkswagen plant production halls. Some of the themes recur like 

stereotypes. The picture portraying the loading of the VW Beetle at the 

factory train station (k 045 ) depicts the serial nature of the Beetle even at the

distribution phase, the last chapter in automobile production at the Volkswagen



plant. The image composition techniques used are the same as those used for

the production process (k 041, 042 ).

Reporting photos showing the vehicle testing process, quality inspections 

and the personnel department portray everyday life at the factory. The  snap-

shot of a VW Beetle in a curious 'handstand' position will puzzle many

modern-day viewers; only someone who was there at the time would be able to

explain this (k 046 ). Through the position of the camera, the everyday procedure

of sound testing a crankshaft is depicted in a dynamic and humorous way in

this photo from the Volkswagen Photo Centre (k 047 ): The round edge of the

hanging light hides the face of the inspector from the nose upwards. Since the

viewer cannot identify the person in the frame, the factory worker is reduced to

an anonymous inspector, carrying out his assessment armed with his hammer.

The work clothing is as it should be, the hands are slightly smudged and a

second crankshaft is lying within reach on the clean and tidy workbench. Every-

thing appears to have been carefully arranged to the last detail, particularly the

duties of the quality inspector. The photograph depicting payment is far less

staged (k 039 ), and appears to be a genuine scene from everyday business life.

Seriality, the symbol of order and hierarchy of working relationships, is reflected

in this photo report dated 1st May 1965, which shows the management board

receiving Volkswagen works council members in Germany (k 048 ). Two groups

share a single table, laid for a celebration. The line of formally dressed managers

on the left and the works council members on the right taper to a vanishing

point in the form of Heinrich Nordhoff, standing at the microphone to welcome
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the guests. The eyes of the people sitting at the table and listening to the speech

intensify the focus on the General Director. The picture not only documents a

company event, it also casts the Director as host. Nordhoff appears as the

central figure at the vanishing point of the scene. He is the only person to play

an active role in the scene, greeting the works council representatives as chief

host in a speech on behalf of the company management. This portrayal of

Nordhoff as all-powerful General Director forms part of a large collection of

photographs that show the company chairman as the successful manager of

the Volkswagen plant.83

There is a similar structure to the reporting that depicts the wake held by the

management board for Heinrich Nordhoff, who died on Good Friday, 12th April

1968 (k 049 ): The General Director's body, kept in the technical development

halls, forms the centre of the picture. The body is laid out almost at shoulder

height and is flanked by two board members on each side and a line of white

candles and wreaths. Within the hall, the photographer was presented with a

meticulously arranged scene of mourning. He recorded this with a minimum 

of creative means at his disposal, making use of the rituals of mourning.



k 0 4 0 Bodyshells being placed on conveyor belts, 1968  (J. A.Cropp)
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h 0 4 1 Transporter assembly line in the Hanover plant, 1957

k 0 4 2 Engine assembly, 1959





k 0 4 3 Bodyshells on chain conveyors during final assembly, hall 12, November 1961
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k 0 4 4 Assembly of pipelines in the chassis of the beetle, 1965
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k 0 4 5 Car shipment in the plant train station, May 1959
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k 0 4 6 Beetle crash test, 1952
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k 0 4 7 Sound testing a crankshaft 
in the spare parts service, 
December 1951



k 0 4 8 The director addressing the works councils from the plants, 1965
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k 0 4 9 The death watch for the director, Heinrich Nordhoff, 1968
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The Part and the Whole

The range of staff portraits is extensive. The photographers and their

clients are interested in three aspects of the lives of plant employees: at their

workplaces in the production area, in areas not related to production and

in  everyday situations and  free time. The individual employees

appearing in the photos represented the entire workforce, especially in those

pictures used by the company for public image purposes. Their personal

identity is not clear and, as in the factory photographs, has no communicative

relevance. As "members of the factory", they form part of the whole, represent-

ative of all workers and company employees in terms of communication. Every

"portrait of a worker" becomes a "portrait of work at the Volkswagen plant".
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k 0 5 0 Boccie in the "Italian Village", October 1962





The portraits show single moments in single working

process at the Volkswagen plant.84 The picture of an employee working at

the melting furnace (k 051 ) appears highly stylised. The photographer is trying

to direct the light effectively onto the face and upper body. The  source of

light is provided by the hot glow of the furnace, bathing the strong profile of

the worker in a theatrical light with steam and smoke combining with stark

contrasts between dark and light. What the worker is actually doing is, literally,

kept in the dark. In the mind of the viewer, the tool is in the hand

of the worker. Although the furnace provides the light for the partial side profile

of the worker, the viewer also imagines the presence of the furnace, which

lends the picture an air of danger. It is only the dark protective glasses that

create a connection between the two elements of the picture, protecting the

eyes of the metalworker from the high, clearly hazardous light streaming from

the furnace. The worker has to cope with the difficult conditions created by

light, heat and smoke. In order not to place himself in danger, he must stay in

control of the machinery and the hot metal, which constantly threatens to burn

him. He faces this potentially fatal challenge at his place of work with supreme

professional ease.85

Images of a work in the foundry (k 052 ) and the paint shop (k 056 )

reveal more about the man-machine interface. The action carried out by the

worker provides the dynamic and the flow of the pictures, which offer an

insight into the working appliance. Bodily movements and gestures are related

only to the machines, tools and workpieces.
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The portrait of the transport worker addresses the issue of the monot-

onous nature of production, distilling this aspect into one example from a

department of critical importance to the supply of material (k 054 ). Against the

backdrop of the uniform clinker facade of the South Extension, this group lines

up in working clothes and with tools. The series of people and flatbed vehicles

moving towards the figure of the foreman at the end of the line, depicts internal

hierarchies and differences in status. This also shows the position occupied by

the sole transport worker in his operational department. He is part of a

whole which, like the architecture of the south face of the building in the

background, has a functional order. A similar narrative is present in the picture

of the trainees of 1965, taken for a report in the magazine "Stern" (k 057 ). The

apprentices are completely framed by the factory halls in a carefully posed

photo. The female apprentices in their white overalls and the instructors are

distributed evenly around the edges of the group. The individual is absorbed

into the anonymous mass of young next-generation workers in an image that

echoes the volume and serial order of Volkswagen plant processes in its large

numbers and horizontal lines.

This side shot  vividly captures the material inspection process, signal-

ling the intensity and high precision levels in quality control at the Volkswagen

plant (k 060 ). The open view of the measuring apparatus makes the viewer feel

capable of checking the results personally. The posture of the inspector shows

concentration; his eyes are focused only on the crankshaft and the measuring

apparatus, which clearly requires skilled and careful handling by an experi-

enced expert to identify even the smallest blemish.



This mini series of photographs depicting the everyday routine

of an employee at various workplace stations and in his private environment

was produced as material for the press in summer 1962 (k059, 061, 062 ). The set of

pictures illustrates 24 hours in the life of a VW employee in Wolfsburg in the

style of a journalistic report. The camera follows the employee along

the assembly line at the plant and back to the family home at the end of the

shift. It gives an insight into the work and private life of an average employee in

Wolfsburg, who, along with his family, played a part in the rising consumption

of the affluent society of the early 1960s.86 Although the Volkswagen plant

features in this series only as a fixed part of everyday life, it is depicted in all

photos as an employer that offers its workers material satisfaction, social

advancement and a modern lifestyle through gainful employment at the

factory.87

According to an insert in the register at the Photo Centre, the factory

photographer documented in a report the "clothing" of employees on

their way to the factory (k 064 ). The movements, postures and facial expressions

of the pair in the centre of the picture radiate single-mindedness and confi-

dence, as other employees at the edge of the picture rush to reach the assembly

line in time for the start of the shift. The photographer achieved the dyna-

mism in this picture through the position of the camera, which was placed

on the factory gate in such a way that workers passed the point on their way to

work. The language of the picture manages to convey the

tempo of footsteps and the rhythm of movements. In searching for a subject,
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the photographer not only finds a fashionably-dressed female worker, who

stands out from the group of her male colleagues; he also captures a young,

attractive couple exuding intimacy and togetherness in the rush before the

start of the shift.

The fact that works photographers were commissioned to take photos of

employees in a variety of everyday situations in the factory, at home and in

their free time (k 050, 065 ), reflects the importance attached to "portraits", which

were designed to present the  human face of the Volkswagen

plant to the outside world.



k 0 5 1 Employee by the 
melting furnace, 1957
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k 0 5 2 In the foundry, 1957



h 0 5 3 Employees working on the switchboard, 1950

k 0 5 4 Workers standing by flatbed vehicles in front of the building on the southern perimeter, 1950





k 0 5 5 Constructing the high-rise administrative building, July 1957
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k 0 5 6 In the paint shop
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k 0 5 7 Trainees in front of the plant, April 1965
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k 0 5 8 Open-plan office, 1973
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k 0 5 9 Assembling the lock on the bonnet of the engine compartment, 24 August, 1962
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k 0 6 0 Testing the quality of a crankshaft, 1955
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k 0 6 1 Reading the evening after work, 24 August, 1962
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k 0 6 2 Watching television with the family, 24 August, 1962
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k 0 6 3 Playing cards in the evening after work, 1954
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v 0 6 4 On the way to work, 
April 1961



h 0 6 5 Viewers on the diving platform above the VW swimming pool, September 1954
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